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I don’t know whether
anybody else has
noticed the distinct
decline in recent
years of cases of
scientific fraud,
plagiarism and other
deviations of our
noble profession. It
seems to me that
about a decade ago
not a week passed
without screaming headlines of faked
experiments, cooked results and the
lifting of other people’s work. I have
been thinking about possible reasons
for the decline since then, and I
hope that this brief summary of my
findings will prove useful to
other serious students of the
psychopathology of everyday science.
The first possibility is that fraud
is still going on but the criminals are
not being found out. Some of you
will remember that a decade or so
ago there were whistle-blowers
whose mission in life was to bring
suspected fraud out into the open so
it could be investigated by journal
editors, university faculties, NIH
committees and even the United
States Congress. All of this apparatus
seems to have vanished and it is fair
to wonder whether the disease is still
rampant but is less noticed now that
the full time diagnosers have gone.
However, I am much more inclined
to believe that it is the other way
around: the disease has abated, so
there is no work for all the watchdogs
of scientific integrity. I hastily add
that in Washington, at least, there
were also political reasons for
dismantling some of the apparatus.
If we are agreed that there is less
fraud about, why should this be so?
I doubt whether, overnight, every
faker has seen the light and reformed.
Nor do I think that anybody has been
deterred by the possible
consequences of being caught out,
which tend to be pretty boring for the
perpetrators and which hurt the
innocent more than the guilty. 
Could it be that the main motive
for people stepping across the line,
namely the severe competition in
science that young people face, has
diminished greatly? It is certainly
true that in the last few years
budgets for biomedical research have
grown, especially in the US, and that
pharmaceutical companies have also
poured more resources into research.
But the number of people in the
field has also grown and the
competition is much the same. The
prizes have also got larger, so I think
the reward/risk ratio has remained
constant, or nearly so, and this cannot
explain matters.
The main reasons for the waning
of fraud, I believe, are the increasing
technical complexity of scientific
research and the change in the
modes of communication in science.
Gone are the days when one person
could set up an experiment,
preparing all the components
themselves. Then, one could find all
sorts of things in extracts of cells and,
of course, it was also possible to find
things that other people might not
find. Today, there are standardised
kits for all experiments and fakers
will be found out more quickly. 
They also must find it much
harder to ply their trade given the
way that science is communicated
now. Any self-respecting faker will
clearly want to operate right on the
cutting edge of science because
otherwise nobody would know about
their work. But publication in
science has lost the communal basis
it previously had. And, as the
subjects and as the number of people
working in them grow, the journals
reporting their work have become so
voluminous that nobody can possibly
read them. Instead people are
turning to searching the electronic
publications, which allows them to
get what they want without
bothering to look at anything else. So
it is just that much harder to get your
paper noticed, especially as we can
trust the referees to reject anything
that is unconventional, whether it is
authentic or faked. It remains to be
seen whether these changed
circumstances will result in a class of
gentlemen fakers, who have forsaken
their egotistical desires and remain
content to make up purely
conventional and boring papers that
will go unnoticed.
There is one other very important
reason for the disappearance of
scientific fraud. This is the fact that
there are now very large
organisations doing what is perceived
as front line research with very
sophisticated equipment. It is almost
impossible to fake a structure of a
protein, by forging a diffraction
photograph. Nobody can claim that
they have sequenced the human
genome in a garage, because
everybody knows you need a factory
for that.
If this is right, we can conclude
that the old criminals have simply
become obsolete, and we are only
experiencing the lull before the
storm. A new kind of scientific crime
will evolve in the next few years,
involving those T-shirt criminals, the
hackers. They will know how to
write programmes not only to create
their own results, but also to destroy
other people’s work. They could also
tinker with the literature, inserting
non-existent papers of their own and
deleting those of their rivals. And
they could award themselves grants,
promote themselves and, in short,
manipulate the world that we are
building now. Perhaps the reprint
will come to be prized as an
authentic document, especially if
signed by the author. Or, come to
think of it, a hand written manuscript
might be the real thing.
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